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Portable,
Stable (with 2 sleeves),
Dimensions: 7.32 x 2.44 m,
Dimensions: 5.00 x 2.00 m,
All goals are made of aluminium oval
profiles with dimensions 120 x 100 mm,
Goals are made according to the valid
norm DIN EN 748
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Football goal 7.32 x 2.44 m, stabile (6855-S7)

Net stakes for the stabile goal (100-NM)

)NC-2886(eveelslaoG

)MNC-101(reirractenrofeveelS

Net lifter for the goal 7.32 x 2.44 m (102-PM7)

Football goal 7.32 x 2.44 m, portable (6855-M7)

)GS-301(srohcnalaoG

Football goal 5.00 x 2.00 m, stabile (6855-S5)

Net carrier for the stabile goal (100-NM)

)NC-2886(eveelslaoG

)MNC-101(reirractenrofeveelS

Net lifter for the goal 5.00 x 2.00 m (102-PM5)

Football goal 5.00 x 2.00 m, portable (6855-M5)

)TS-301(srohcnalaoG

Football goal 3.00 x 2.00 m, portable (6855-M3)

)PK-401(citsalp-skoohteN

)MK-401(latem-skoohteN
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Handball goals
3.00 x 2.00 m,
Made from aluminium profile 80 x 80 mm,
Together with the standard handball goal there is a
mini handball goal,
Goals are made according to the valid norm
DIN EN 749,
Dimensions: 2.40 x 1.60 m
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Handball goal 3.00 x 2.00 m (6853-R3)

Handball goal 2.40 x 1.60 m (6853-R2)

Goal anchors - parquet FI 80 (103-SP)
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Volleyball pole with tension mechanism (6879-SM)

Volleyball pole without the mechanism (6879-BM)

)NM-501(msinahcemnoisnetteN
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)OP-5586(llabyellovelbatroprofseloP

Anchors with caps for portable volleyball (106-SP)

Volleyball poles – professional,
Volleyball poles – portable,
Sleeve lengths is 500 mm,
Weight of a professional poles is 18 kg,
Poles are made according to the valid
norm DIN EN 1271

Aluminium construction (height 210 cm, depth 120 cm),
closed sides,
Roof from 6 mm thick polycarbonate plates,
Seats - PVC seats with a seatback,
2 PVC seats are installed at 1 m of the bench

Volleyball poles

Reserve players bench
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Reserve players bench - 2 seats (7556-2)

Reserve players bench - 8 seats (7556-8)
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)T-3586(selopsinneT

Sleeves for tennis poles L= 350 mm (6913-CT)

)CP-701(001IFpac'seveelS

)TM-3586(sinnetelbatroP

)SS-801(skcitselgniS

1. Aluminium badminton poles (7447-B)

Tennis poles

Badminton poles

Made form aluminium profile 80 x 80 mm,
Aluminium profile finishing can be plastic or galvanization,
Poles are made according to the valid norm DIN EN 1510

Made from aluminium profile, diam. 63 mm,
Metal stand,
Weight 50 kg,
Poles are made according to the norm DIN EN 1509
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Pole for fences (7331-SO)

Panel 3.00 x 1.00 m (2170-P3)

Panel 2.00 x 1.00 m (2170-P2)

Panel 1.00 x 1.00 m (2170-P1)

Panel - doors (2170-PV)

Pole for a protection net (7330-ZO)

Futsal arena
Aluminium support poles H=110 cm,
Sandwich panels d=30 mm in an Al frame,
Aluminium pole for the protection net, height up to H=5.00 m
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Stage pedestals 2.00 x 1.00 m, with a plate and

)NP-7256(mc001-06sgelcipocselet

Stage pedestals 2.00 x 1.00 m, with a plate without legs (6527-P)

)001-7524(mc001-06sgelcipocseleT

)06-7524(mc06-04sgelcipocseleT

)03-7524(mc03-02sgelcipocseleT

)TS-901(sriatS

)PK-011(slatsedepehtfotropsnartrofstraC

Stage program
Ground plan dimensions of the pedestal: 2.00 X 1.00 m,
Pedestal height: 0.20 - 1.00 m,
Pedestal weight: 40 kg,
Pedestal carrying capacity: 750.00 kg/m2,
Assembly and disassembly time of one pedestal: 5-7 minutes,
Each stage pedestal has 4 adjustable telescopic legs for fine
height adjustments,
The pedestal frame is made from aluminium profile and upper
walking plate is made from waterproof anti-sliding 21 mm
thick plywood,
In addition to the standard shape, other shapes are available
upon a customer request,
The pedestal elements are mutually joined by couplings,
Transport carts for pedestal transport and storage
(1 transport carts for 16 pedestals),
Optional stage equipment: stairs, fence, PVC (tarpaulin) or
textile cover for the lower part of the frame
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the name of G.M.G. d.o.o. The beginnings of the company are associated with
production of metal ware and store equipment.

Today, our company employs 15 people and has developed 4 major programs:
1. Mobile stages,
2. Sporting facilities and grounds equipment,
3. Equipment for fairs,
4. Built-in closets and sliding walls.

The production process is executed in our own production facility in Petrijanec near
Varaždin.

NIKA KONSTRUKCIJE d.o.o.

On January, 1st 1995, we established company NIKA KONSTRUKCIJE d.o.o., for
production of equipment for fairs as a part of "OCTA" system. The status changes
followed in the early 2000 when we made the decision to merge G.M.G. into NIKA
KONSTRUKCIJE d.o.o.

About us
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